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Software developers continue to face considerable challenges designing, implementing, and maintaining software systems despite steady advances in software engineering (SE). The software engineering literature contains numerous tool designs that aim to help developers perform complex
information-intensive tasks. Regardless of the particular problems these tools aim to solve, they often address fundamental questions like what information would help the developer most at a given
moment? How to present that information to the developer? How to intervene without interfering? However, the tool creators generally lack a theoretical and principled basis for answering these
questions, and instead, tend to make design decisions in an ad hoc manner, relying heavily on their
intuitions.
My research takes a human-oriented approach both to help software developers directly through
improved tools as well as to help the creators of software engineering tools by providing foundational design guidance and methods. In particular, my work emphasizes the application of theories,
principles, and methodologies from the areas of human-computer interaction and psychology to the
problems of software engineering. Using this approach, my research has advanced understanding of
information-seeking and sense-making behaviors of software developers, and provided principled
and empirically grounded implications for the design of software engineering tools. In this research
statement, I highlight my human-oriented research to date and outline my research agenda moving
forward.

1

Information Foraging Theory for Software Engineering

One of my central research threads explores leveraging a human-behavioral theory from HCI and
psychology, Information Foraging Theory (IFT), to advance knowledge on how developers go about
seeking information and to provide tool creators with theoretically grounded design guidance and
methods [11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. To date, software engineering researchers have made little use
of theories of human behavior in designing SE tools. Such theories potentially could explain why
SE tools succeed (or not), could predict whether an approach will succeed, could guide the design
of tools, and could generate ideas for new tools. Information Foraging Theory has a strong record
of accomplishing these things in the domain of user-Web interaction. My work seeks to harness IFT
to bring such benefits to SE researchers.
By empirically viewing developers through an IFT lens, my research has produced new insights
into developer foraging. For instance, my colleagues and my studies have demonstrated that IFT
constructs characterize professional developer behavior more completely than popular older theories
of program comprehension based on hypothesis-verifying behavior [15] Moreover, our studies have
revealed that professional developers forage reactively, with rapidly evolving information goals [16],
and we have mapped out the types of information that developers seek on tasks and the strategies
they use to get that information [20]. Such findings help to flesh out a more complete picture of
developer foraging, and also point to refinements for IFT itself to enhance the theory’s applicability
to software developers.
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We have also harnessed IFT’s predictive power to explore predictive models of developer foraging and to apa
ply those models to the design of tools, such as recommender systems. Using one such IFT-based model, PFIS,
b
we designed a recommender system, implemented as an
extension to the Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (Figure 1). The premise of the recommender is
that by observing the foraging decisions a developer is
making, a system can infer the sort of information that
c
the developer is seeking and can recommend places containing such information. In an initial evaluation involving professional developers, the developers successfully
used our recommender system to navigate to new places Figure 1: IFT-based recommender sysin the code and also as shortcuts to navigate to known tem, displaying (a) the current method,
(b) the recommended methods, and (c)
places [16].
A final thrust of this research thread has been to pack- methods “pinned” by the user.
age IFT concepts in form useful to software engineering
tool designers. A common strategy for aiding the creation of software is to provide design patterns,
which are general, reusable solutions to a common design problems. Thus, we aim to contribute a
catalog of patterns about how to support developers navigations during software development. Our
approach is to map the theoretical constructs and propositions of IFT directly to design patterns
for software development tools. To this end, we performed a systematic survey of the literature on
software maintenance tools, and proposed an initial set of thirteen information foraging design patterns [11]. We then used this set to seed a community portal for which we have recruited software
engineering tool researchers to collaboratively propose, review, and refine new patterns. In addition
to being useful in their own right, these information foraging patterns also serve to educate the SE
tool research community about IFT and its utility as a foundation for tool design.
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Navigation Affordances in Code Editors

Following from my work on information foraging, another of my research threads aims to advance the design
of navigation affordances in code editors to significantly
enhance developer productivity by enabling them to navia
gate more efficiently [12, 13, 14]. Navigation of information spaces is a highly relevant problem in software engineering as well as in HCI more generally. For example,
studies have found that developers spend over one third of
their time on the mechanics of navigation alone. My own
IFT work has found that developers spent around half of
b
…
…
their time foraging, which is by its nature a navigationheavy activity [20].
To address this problem, I conceived of a new editor
Figure 2: Patchworks code editor, with
design, Patchworks (Figure 2), which my research group
(a) sliding view into (b) grid strip.
has been iteratively refining and evaluating. The design
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centers around a grid-strip interface idiom. Two key design decisions were to promote juxtaposing
code fragments (i.e., placing them side by side on screen) with the fixed grid and to limit the space
of navigation options to two (sliding left or right) with the grid strip.
Our empirical evaluations of Patchworks have produced promising results. We have implemented and evaluated Patchworks prototypes for both Java and the visual programming language
LabVIEW. Our evaluations have found, for example, that programmers using Patchworks were able
to navigate significantly faster than with Eclipse [12], that they made significantly fewer navigation
errors [12], and that they juxtaposed code significantly more, and as a result, around three times as
many of their navigations were to code fragments already on screen [14, 13].
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Diversity among and within Programming Populations

One of the limitations of IFT is that it does not explicitly account for differences between individual
developers, be they from the same population or from different populations; thus, several threads of
my research aim to advance knowledge of diversity among and within programming populations. To
address the issue of diversity among populations, I have studied two distinct populations of developers beyond traditional application developers: developers of concurrent software [8, 9, 10], and
end-user mashup programmers [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. To address diversity within populations, I have investigated whether and how theoretical gender differences from the sociology and education literature
occur in the context of development environments [1, 2].
3.1

Developers of Concurrent Software

The dominant trend in computer architecture is toward parallelism; however, concurrency substantially increases complexity of software, presenting developers of such software with considerably
different challenges than those faced by the traditional application developers. For instance, developers of concurrent software have difficulty localizing certain types of concurrency-related bugs
because they cannot reliably reproduce the associated program failures, a side effect of the nondeterminism inherent to concurrency. In an extreme case, the developers of Photoshop took 10
years to discover the cause of one subtle, persistent concurrency-related bug.
To address the problems of developing concurrent software, my dissertation work applied a
human-oriented approach to investigate the barriers that such developers face, their strategies for
coping, and tools for supporting them. My studies showed that successful developers tended to
employ certain debugging strategies that unsuccessful developers did not [9, 10]. For instance, one
such strategy linked to success was failure-trace modeling in which a developer modeled scenarios of thread interaction to determine if a suspected error state was reachable [10]. However, the
developers generally did such modeling informally, running through scenarios in their heads, and
they often had difficulty correctly reasoning about the potential behavior of concurrent software. To
address this problem, I developed an extension to UML sequence diagrams with features for representing multithreaded interactions [8]. In an evaluation study, developers who created concurrencyextended sequence diagrams made fewer errors in reasoning about a buggy multithreaded program.
These results illustrate the benefits of applying a human-oriented approach to special populations of
developers.
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3.2

End-User Mashup Programmers

In contrast to traditional developers, end-user programmers often lack formal training in computer
science, and are not necessarily interested in acquiring such training. This population of programmers are on the rise: one study estimated that there would be 13–55 million end-user programmers
in American workplaces in 2012, compared to only 3 million professional programmers. However,
despite their brisk growth, the software engineering literature has only begun to understand and
address the special needs of end-user programmers.
To help fill this gap, my colleagues and I performed an in-depth investigations of end-user programmers who do “mashup” programming in the CoScripter programming environment. A central
goal of our work was to provide effective support for helping end-user programmers problem-solve
their own way around barriers they encounter. This led to the creation of the Idea Garden, a concept
designed to help end-user programmers generate new ideas and problem-solve when they run into
barriers [3, 4]. It uses an integrated, just-in-time combination of scaffolding for problem-solving
strategies, and for programming patterns and concepts. Our empirical results showed that the Idea
Garden helped end-user programmers overcome several key barriers (e.g., not knowing how to compose components) [4, 5, 6].
3.3

Gender Differences and Programming Environments

Gender is an easily recognizable source of diversity within programming populations. It is well
known that females are underrepresented in the computing field, and I am concerned that their
problem-solving needs may not be well met by programming tools and environments. Further fueling this concern, the literature describes theoretical gender differences that play out in technology;
however, the possibility of gender issues in the use of programming tools and environments has
received almost no attention. Understanding such gender issues is critical to a foundation for SE
tools that aim to help all programmers, regardless of gender.
To help address this concern, I applied a human-oriented approach to understanding gender
differences in programming environments [1, 2]. In particular, my colleagues and I conducted an
empirical investigation of nearly 3,000 people from a variety of programming populations, including professional and hobbyist programmers [1]. Our results showed significant gender differences
in programming-tool usage across all the populations. For instance, males and females favored different kinds of features within programming environments, and males exhibited greater willingness
than females to tinker with features in programming environments. Thus, SE tools that emphasize
the types of features favored by males or that require tinkering will tend statistically to benefit males
more than females. These findings illustrate the importance of accounting for gender in the design
of SE tool, and they serve to inform the design of tools that help both genders.
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Research Agenda

My research vision is to create a foundation for the design of SE tools that support software developers in their information-intensive tasks. Moving forward, my research agenda will continue
to leverage a human-oriented approach based on theories, principles, and methodologies from HCI
and psychology for understanding developers and enhancing design.
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One thrust of my work will be to make information foraging theory accessible to software
engineering researchers and industrial tool builders. My recent IFT work has yielded a catalog of
design patterns linking theory to tool designs. However, I still need to discover how to help tool
builders put these new patterns into practice when they need to create a new tool. What I will seek,
specifically, is a design method that will enable a tool builder, who has requirements about assisting
some sort of foraging, to design an effective tool. Methods are common kinds of contributions
in software engineering research, and have been proposed, for example, for designing real-time
systems, web sites, and software agents. My goal therefore will be to develop a design method that
will enable tool builders to practically and effectively harness IFT for their design tasks. Achieving
this goal will require establishing and validating step-by-step guidance for tool builders, as well as
supporting materials that aid tool builders in applying IFT, validated through field studies and other
empirical methods.
Another thread of my future research will explore recommender systems for software engineering (RSSEs) to aid developers in navigation and information foraging. For example, I envision an
RSSE that monitors a developer’s context, including user history, software repository data, webforum data, etc., and dynamically provides navigation affordances that enhance developers’ productivity and reduce their effort. My previous work on an IFT-based recommender was a promising
first step [16]; however, research opportunities remain both for deciding what information to recommend and how to deliver that information in a form that the developer finds usable. Regarding
what information to deliver, I will investigate combinations of IFT-based models and other models,
such as degree-of-interest and degree-of-knowledge models, from the literature. Regarding how
to deliver it, I will investigate extending my Patchworks design [12] to seamlessly integrate the
recommendations into the existing interaction design.
Expanding upon my work on end-user mashup programmers, I will investigate improving refactoring affordances in end-user programming environments. Refactoring generally involves the
transformation of existing code to improve design and to enhance non-functional properties, such
as maintainability, reusability, readability, and performance. However, refactoring in end-user programming languages, such as the visual dataflow language LabVIEW, has received almost no research attention. To help fill this gap, I will build a detailed empirical characterization of refactoring
in visual dataflow languages. This work will answer, for example, what types of refactorings are
common in visual dataflow languages? To what extent do these overlap with refactorings common
in text-based languages? What specific barriers do end-user programmers face when performing
refactorings? Based on these answers, I will design and evaluate new empirically grounded refactoring affordance for end-user visual-dataflow programmers. As first steps toward these goals, I
have secured funding from National Instruments (the makers of LabVIEW), and my preliminary
investigations are underway.
Finally, the success of Information Foraging Theory suggests that other human-behavioral theories might hold promise for understanding and supporting software developers’ other activities, such
as collaborative problem solving and design. I will seek out theories that can describe developers
activities in ways that explain why SE tools succeed, that generalize over multiple software engineering research areas, and that uncover new patterns or principles, leading to productive research
opportunities. Such theories will enable software engineering researchers to build SE tools on solid
theoretical foundations that have been empirically demonstrated effective.
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